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.":This section ot FEDERAL REGISTER For.information on submitting SNM, personbiel would be alerted and 

Sconetais g O .ocum" h general comments electronically, see the would take appropriate action.  

" qplicab•llt and le.a effect most of whtlci discussion under Electronic Access in Most nuclear power plant licensees 

ae keyed to ad codified in the Code of the Supplementary Information section. were granted exemptions from 10 CFR 

Fedra Regulatons. which is pulished under FOR FURTHE pFOAM CONTACT: Stan 70.24 during the construction of their 

* 50 tie• pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 1510. Turel, Office of Nuclear Regulatory plants as part of the 10 CFR Part 70 

The Code of'Federal Regulations Is sold by Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
the S&perintendent of Documentm. Prces of Commission, Washington. DC 20555- the initial core. Genermty, these 

L,..j6w books a, lar ted in Vhe first FEDERAL 0001, telephone (301) 415-6234, e-mail exemptions were not explicitly renewed 

REGISTERfIssoleaieew6k.. - spt@nr. gov. when the 10 CFR Part 50 operating 
license, which now contained the

I.  
h

U"P ' .... .TARY UFONATON: - combined Part 50 and Part 70 authority, 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY -ackgound 
was issued. The rquirments in 10 CFR 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 70.24 prescribe the attributes required of 
• .. .R iaeigtrutthe monitoring and alarm system.  W0 CF 1af 50 I•11 70 .. (N'RC) is amending its regulations to " opltence with these requirements 

provide persons licensed to construct or Com 

FMSI ..- .3"-"". operate light-water nuclear power may be unnecessary for commercial 

-reactors with the option of either power reactors where the conditions 

Crticalty ACCident Requiremft meeting the criticality accident which could lead to a criticality event 

AGECY: Nuclear requirements of paragraph (a) of 10 CFP are so unlikely that the probability of 

C N Regulatory 70.24 in handling and storage areas for occurrence of an inadvertent criticality 

Commission. SNM, or electing to comply with certain is negligible. The NRC anticipated that 

ACTION: Direct final rule wit& requirements that would be the regulation might be unnecessary for 

opportunity to comment incorporated into 10 CFR Part 50. These some licensees and Included in 10 CFR 

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory are generally the requirements that the 70.24(d) an invitation to any licensee to 

Commnission (NRC) is amending its NRC has used to grant specific seek an exemption to the entire section 

regulations to provide light-water exemptions to the requirements of 10 or part of the section for good cause. A 

CFR 70.24. In addition, the NRC is large number of exemption requests 

nuclear powr reactor licensees with revising the current text of the section have been submitted by power reactor 

greater flexibility in meeting the relating to seeking specific exemptions licensees and approved by the NRC 

requirement that licensees authorized to fromregulations in 10 CFR 70.24(d) based on safety assessments which 

possess more than a small amount of which provided that a licensee could concluded that the likelihood of 

special nuclear material (SNM) maintae seek an exemption to all or part of 10 criticality was negligible. Because of the 

n critic•Lity roonitorng system in each CFR 70.24 for good cause because it is experience gained in processing these 

usea where i material is handled. redundant to 10 CFR 70.14(a). A exemption requests, the NRC concluded 

a es, or stored. This action s taken a modified 10 CFR 70.24(d) is being that the regulations should be amended 

a result of the experience gained in added to provide that the requirements to provide this flexibility without 

processing and evaluating a number of in paragraph (a) through (c) of 10 CFR requiring licensees to go through the 

exemption requests from power reactor Part 70.24 do not apply to holders of a exemption process.  

licensees and NRCs safety assessments construction permit or operating license Dicusion 

in response to these requests that for a nuclear power reactor issued 

concluded that the liehood of pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, or At a commercial nuclear power plant, 

criticality was negligible, combined licenses issued under 10 CFR the reactor core, the fresh fuel delivery 

EFFECTWE DATE: The flnal rule is Part 52, if the holders comply with the area, the fresh fuel storage area, the 

effective February 17,19g8, unless . *eiments of 10 CFR 50.68 (b).. spent fuel pool, and the transit areas 

regifcvdbJanu adva ,o198.enthe an 70.24 son regulations in 10 among these, are areas where amounts 
received by january72, 2".. Ift•. -a .. CFR 70.24 requirethat each licensee, of SNM. suffiCient to Cause f criticality 

delaed, yantce utborized -tiXposses" more than a rnal exist. in idotltion SNM. may be'found in oitSed tim ts. notic 
- --- --" , a ,ount of SNM maintain a criticality ,, laboratory a"n.d " l s ths 

wil "ý " .............. Fe"-" " ---- oie•s•m",eStvy.. ntetm fncorfeNc 
monlorinystrn 'nsln~ama- ~t plzi~,.ln aninadvertent brI~rAlity is 

ADDRESSESM Mali, oo-lnaptio I . neu tnon-sentivletilation dietetorsWY..:O, no l considerW c edAibis these ares 

Secretary. 0,n N44c:eerar atory .... wdet ill t he y atdibe <u due to the4 amount haedeConfg eation of 

Commission, WashingtomentC 20555--. alarmyc onut in f accidental criticality pe the SNMa vThe ýnMt cc= The 

be examined a n th R ulc•' oiors. am.Teproeoti . iavetn rtclt ht1 F 02 
o0001 Attenti Ro LeStreetN . e ndI rea ifWriicat asem ded tm at a 

AdLudications Staff. werLeveWsainorDils handled, userdin stard The o cd iegla ueleixo power plant is only 

Hand dellydrtommýnbs tw111555 . 'rejgulakioxin'lso spiiif snitiiy - in the form ýbiucaeir fuel. Nuclear 

Rocklll Pie, arylandbetweesi 7.30 rqul~et t tese monitors and,..'. . power plant licensees hAve poeue 

amn and 4:15 pm on Federal workdays: detisherain that licensees must,.. and the plants have design features to 

Copies of any comments received may conduct in connection with criticality prevent inadvertent criticality. The 

be examined at the NRC Public -'. monitor alarms. The purpose of this.. inadvertent criticality that 10 CFR 70.24 

Document Room, 2120 L Street NW. section is to ensure that if a criticality is intended to address could only occur 

(Lower Level), Washingt .on, DC. , were to occur during the handling of during fuel-handling operations.

I 
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I In contrast, at fuel fabrication 
facilities SNM is found and handled 
"routinely in various configurations in 

addition to fuel. Although the handling 
of SNM at these facilities is controlled 
by procedtires, the variety of forms of 
SNM and the frequency with which it 

is handled provides greater opportunity 
for an inadvertent criticality than at a 
nuclear power reactor.  

At power reactor facilities with 
uranium fuel nominally enriched to no 
greater than five (5.0) percent by weight, 
the SNM in the fuel assemblies cannot 
go critical without both a critical 
configuration and the presence of a 

moderator. Further, the fresh fuel 
storage army and the spent fuel pool are 

in most cases designed to prevent 
inadvertent criticality, even in the 
presence of an optimal density of 

unborated moderator. Inadvertent 
criticality during fuel handling is 
precluded by limitations on the number 

of fuel assemblies permitted out of 
storage at the same time. In addition, 
General Design Criterion [GDC) 62 in 

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 
reinforces the prevention of criticality in 

fuel storage and handling through 
physical systems, processes, and safe 
geometrical configuration. Moreover, 
fuel handling at power reactor facilities 

occurs only under strict procedural 
control. Therefore, the NRC considers a 

fuel-handling accidental criticality at a 

* commercial nuclear power plant to be 

extremely unlikely. The NRC believes 
the criticality monitoring requirements 
of 10 CFR 70.24 are unnecessary as long 
as design and administrative controls 
are maintained.  

Because the NRC considers an 

inadvertent criticality to be unlikely at 

a nuclear power reactor, by this 
rulemaking it is granting nuclear power 

reactor licensees a choice--ether meet 
the criticality monitoring requirements 
of 10 CFR 70.24 or in lieu of those 

criticality monitoring requirements mee 

certain criteria related to procedures, 
plant design, and fuel enric& -, ',t.  
These criteria are incorporatea into 
section 50.68(b) of 10 CFR Part 50 by 

this direct final rule.  
'The'thre6 anes in the requiremean 

. re Is wow . ''•. . . .  

t'L1) Seetion 50.68(al provides that eac 

holder'df a bonstruction permit or 
,. operating tibense for anuclear power 

reactor isiuoddunder Part 50; or a 

combined lice6sefor a nuclear'power 
'reactor isiued'under Part 52: sall 
comply with either 10 CFR 70.24 or 
seven requirements in section 50.68(b] 

(2) Section 50.68(b) provides that ea 

licensee as described in 50.68(a) shall 
comply with the seven listed 
requirements in lieu of maintaining a

monitoring system capable of detecting 
a criticality as described in 10 CFR 
70.24.  

(3) The revised section 70.24(d) 
provides that the requirements in 10 

CFR 70.24 (a) through (c) do not apply 

to holders of a construction permit or 

operating license for a nuclear power 

reactor issued pursuant to 10 CFR Part 

590. or combined licenses issued under 
10 CFR Part 52, if the holders comply 
with the requirements of paragraph (b) 
of 10 CFR 50.68.  

Procedural Background 

Because NRC considers these 
amendments to its rules to be .  
noncontroversial and routine, public 
comment on these amendments is 

unnecessary. The amendments to the 
rules will become effective on February 

17, 1998. However, if the NRC receives 
significant adverse comments on the 

companion proposal published 
concurrently in the proposed rules 
section of this Federal Register by 
January 2, 1998, then the NRC will 

publish a document that withdraws this

action and will addor~ess u.- C. , received in response to the Regulatory Analysis 
amendments. Such comments will be The structure of the current 10 CFR 

addressed in a subsequent final rule. 70.24 is overly broad and places burden 

The NRC will not initiate a second on a licensee to identify those areas or 

comment period on this action. operations at its facility where the 

Findings requirements are unnecessary. and to 
Findvins orequest an exemption if the licensee has 

Upon review of this rulemaking, that sufficient reason to be relieved from the 

the changes and additions addressed by requirements. This existing structure 

this rulemaking do not significantly has the potential to result in a large 

affect the environmental cost-benefit number of recurring exemption 

balance that otherwise would justify the requests.  

licensing of a light-water nuclear power 1"o relieve the burden on power 

reactor. The basis for this finding is that reactor licensees of applying for, and the 

this rule is a codification of practices in burden on the staff of granting recurring 

place and does not significantly affect exemptions. this amendment permits 

the cost-benefit balance for a light-water power reactor facilities w'L. nominal 

ea 
fuel enrichments ný .ea, 5.  

Metric Policy weight percent 1> :. to ýe excluded 

from the scope 01 , CFR 70.24, 

On October 7,1992, the Commisgion provided theymeet specil.c 

published its final Policy Statement.on. requirements being ad'ded °o '10 CFR 

Metrlcation. According tothat Picy, Part SO.50 T .ii-•-me a result of 

after January 7,1993, all new.. the exp eri , e gai-ed J.x• -vocessing and 

regulation& and major am ndmeont ... evaluating anumbefo exemption 

existin regulations% were todii0 .. 
e -requests eiwer li,_nsees 

presented indual tinitti atw .... nd NRC'&*iet. assessments in, 

addition and am A tndi t ta'th... . rsp ose to.th. . •,quests t 

reglaiob cntln'loufltS'~~: ~ W.Concluded thtthe likelihood of 

Enirnena Imaf CaW8 ';rtcltointo this 

.7 ~ iQ am endmentI!U todo nothin 
e oNRC has da allo the lId ej"s• todonitnueo 

proposed regulation is Ahe type acon rtIf nothing Is 

described in categorical exclusion 10 done, the licensees will continue to 

CL R 51.22(c)(3). Therefore neither an incur th, ostsof submitting 

environmental impact statement nor an exemptions aand NRC will incur the 

environmental assessment has been costs of ieviewing them. Under this 

prepared for this proposed regulation." rule, an easing of burden on the part of

You may also provide comments via 
the NRC's interactive rulemaking web 

site through the NRC home page (http:/ 
lwww.nrc.gov). This site provides the 

availability to upload comments as files 

(any format), if your web browser 
supports that function. For information 
about the interactive rulemaking site, 

contact Ms.'Carol Gallagher, (301) 415

6215; e-mail CAG•nrc.gov.  

paperworkRadlctddion Act Statement 

This direct final rule does not contain 

a new or amended information 
collection requirement subject to the 

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). Existing 
requirements were approved by the 
Office of Management and Budget, 
approval numbers 3150-0009 and 3150

0011.  
Public Protection Notification 

If an information collection does not 

display a currently valid OMB control 

number, the NRC may not conduct or 

sponsor, and a person is not required to 

respond to, the information collection.
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In accordance with the Small 
Business Regulatory Enforcement 
Fairness Act of 1996' the NRC has 
determined that th action is not a.  
"major rule" and has verified this 
determination with the Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs, 
Office of Management and Budget.  

List of Subjects 

1o CF1 Part 50 

Antitrust, Classified information, 
Criminal penalties, Fire prevention,

licensees results by their not having to 

request exemptions. Similarly, the NRC 
will not need to review and evaluate 
these exemption requests. resulting in 
an easing of burden for the NRC.  

This rule is not a mandatory 
requirement, but an easing of burden 

"* action which results in regulatory 
efficiency. Also, the rule does not 
impose any additional costs on 
licensees, has no negative impact on the 
public health and safety, but will 
provide certain licensees savings, and 
savings to the NRC as well. Hence, the 
rule is shown to be cost beneficial.  

The foregoing constitutes the 
regulatory analysis for this final rule.  

R"eguatory Flexibility Certification 

In accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b).  
the Commission hereby certifies that 
this rule, if adopted, will not have a 
significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities.  
This rule affects only the licensees of 
nuclear power plants. These licensees, 
companies that are dominant in their 
service areas, do not fall within the 
scope of the definition of "small 
entities" set forth in the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 601, or the size 
standards adopted by the NRC (10 CFR 
2.810).  

Backflt Analysis 

The Commission has determined that 
backfit analysis is not needed. This 

rule is a codification of practices in 
place by the NRC and is not a 
modification of or addition to systems.  
structures, components. or design of a 
facility; or the design approval or 
manufacturing license for a facility;, or t the procedures of organization required 
to design, construct or operate a facility; 
any of which may result from a new or 
amended provision in the Commission 
rules or the imposition of a regulatory 
staff position interpreting the 
Commission rules that is either new or 
different from a previously applicable 
NRC staff position (10 CFR Chapter I).  

Small Business Regulatory Enforcameni 
Fairness Act

Intergovernmental relations, Nuclear 150.68 CiitkaIny aceit qIreý 

power plants and reactors, Radiation (a) Each holder of a construction 

protection, Reactor siting criteria, permit or operating license for a nuclear 

Reporting and recordkeeping power reactor Issued under this part, or 

requirements. a combined license for a nuclear power 

10 CFR Part 70 reactor issued under part 52 of this 
chapter shall comply with either 10 CFR 

Criminal penrlties, Hazardous 70.24 of this chapter or requirements in 

materials transportation, Material paregmph (b).  

control and accounting, Nuclear (b) Each licensee shall comply with 

materials, Packaging and containers, the following requirements in lieu of 

Ratdiation protection, Reporting and Maintaining a monitoring system 

recordkeeping requirements, Scientific capable of detecting a criticality as 

equipment, Security measures, Special described in 10 CFR 70.24: 

nuclear (1) plant procedures may not permit 
rmaterial. handling and transportation at any one 

For the reasons set out in the time of more fuel assemblies than have 

preamble and under the authority of the been determined to be safely subcritical 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended, under the most adverse moderation 

the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, conditions feasible by unborated water.  

as amended, the National - (2) The estimated ratio of neutron 

Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as roduction to neutron absorption and 

amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is =ae (k~ffectve) of the fresh fuel in 

adopting the follc-"ing amendments to the fres): ,ael storage racks shall be 

10 CFR Parts 50 and 70. calculated assuming the racks are 

RTC loaded with fuel of the maximum 
PART 50--DOMESTIC .ICENSING OF permissible U-235 enrichment and 
PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION flooded with pure water and must not 
FAC•LMIES exceed 0.95, at a 95 percent probability.  

1. The authority citation for 10 CFR 95 percent confidence level.  
Part 50 continues to read as follows: (3) If optimum moderation of fresh 

fuel in the fresh fuel storage racks 

Authority. Sacs. 102,103,104,105.161. occurs when the racks are assumed to be 

182, 183. 1i6, a89, 68 Stat. 93, 937, 938, loaded with fuel of the maximum 

948, 53.954, 955,.V6, as amended, sec. permissible UJ-235 enrichment and 

234, s3 Stat. 444, as amended (42 U.S.C. filed with.low-density hydrogenous 

2132. 2133. 2134.2135. 2201,2232. 2233. fluid, the k-effecti*ve corresponding to 

2236, 2239, 2262); seca. 201. as amended.  
202, 206, 88 Sta&. 1242. as amended 1244. this optimum moderation must not 

1246, (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842. 584). exceed 0.98. at a as percent probability.  

Section 50.7 also issued under Pub. L 95- 95 percent confidence level.  

601, sec. 10, 92 Stat 2951, as amended by (4) if no credit for soluble boron is 

Pub. L 102-486, sec. 2902, 106 Stat. 3123, taken, -he k-effective of the spent fuel 

(42 U.S.C. 5851). Sections 50.10 also issued storage racks loaded with fuel of the 

under sacs. 101, 185, 68 Stat. 936, 955, as maximum permissible U-235 

amended (42 U.S.C. 2131, 2235); smc. 102, enrichment must not exceed 0.95, at a 

Pub. L 91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332). 95 percent probability, 95 percent 

Sections 50.13, 5O.54(dd), and 50.103 also confidencelevel, if flooded with pure 

issued under sec. 108, 68 Stat. 939, as water. If credit is taken for soluble 

amended (42 U.S.C. 2138). Sections 50.23, boron, the k-effective of the spent fuel 
50.35, 50.55. and 50.56 also issued under sac.  

185,68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2235). Sections- storage racks loaded with fuel of the 

50.33a.5lued " maximum permissible a d-235 
under sec. 3 02; Pub. L 1-190,83 Sta.- .. "erichment must not exceed 0.95, at a 

(42 U.S.C. 43321.. ons 03 95 percent mrobabilIty.. 95 Percnt 

also issued under sec. M0;o jL ii~s ± (42 confidence le*el, If flooded with borae 

USXC. 5b44). Sections SQi.58. W,-91. wan water, an~d-16 .e ~-etectivie must remain 
50.92 walsold unde't-P'97.4l5.96-s;-'-. beow i.odts.__ftmlca)..at 895 percent 

Stat 2073(42 U.S.C. 22$9):.S8Cie •s ,t.,'* probablity..9.5percent oifidence level, 

also issued under sec. 129. •,Stas• t 93 t4i if flood" wire pm.water. 

U.S.C. 2152).,n5 50.8 0Sao, . (5) The quantity of.SNM other than 

issued'under sec. 1'4S.' .3 nuclearefuel store on site. is less'than 

amended (42 U.S.C. 2234)..ApPen .o the quntity n a for a critical 

issued under sec. 187 68 S,-t.At ( . - .W 4& 
2237). "3'as " 

," 1-.... .•• +..." 
'.- • -• •/•'-•.+:" ;?(•' •/,:. .(6].Radiationl MOZL~toi8, a85 required by 

2. Section 560.681 Isaddedunýder he'" GDC 63, are provided in storage and 

center beading "Issuance, Limitations.' associated handling areas when fuel is 

and Conditions of Licenses and - present to detect excessive radiation 

Construction Permits" to read as l. l levels and to initiate appropriate safety 

follows: ... actions. •
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(7) The maidmum nominal U-235 
enrichment of the fresh fuel asseinblies 

is limited to no greater than five (5.0) 

percent by weight

PART To0-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF 
SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL 

i. The authority citation for 10 CFR 

Part 70 continues to rebd as follows: 

Authority- Secs. 51, 53,161,182. 183,68 

Stat. 929,930.948,953, 954, as amended.  

sec. 234, 83 Stat. 444, as amended. sec. 1701, 

106 Stat. 2951, 2952, 2953 (42 U.S.C. 2071.  

2073, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2282, 22970); ss 

201, as amended, 202, 204, 206, 88 Stat 

1242, as amended, 1244, 1245, 1246, (42 

U.S.C. 5841. 5842, 5845. 5646).  
. Sections 70.1(c) and 70.20a(b) also issued 

under socs. 135, 141, Pub. L. 97-425,96 Stat.  

2232,2241 (42 U.S.C. 10155, 10161). Section 

70.7 also issued under Pub. L 95-801. s

10. 92 StaL 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5861). Sectiten 

70.21(g) also issued under sec. 122, 68 Stat.  

939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Section 70.31 also 

issued under sec. 57d, Pub. L 93-377,88 

Stat. 475 (42 U.S.C. 2077). Sections 70.36 and 

70.44 also issued under sec. 184, 68 Stat. 954.  

as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234).  

Section 70.61 also issued under sacs. 186, 

187, 68 Stat 955 (42 U.S.C. 2236, 2237).  

Section 70.62 also issued under sec. 108, 68 

Stat. 939, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2138).  

2. in § 70.24, paragraph (d) is revised 

to read as follows: 

570.24 Cdtcality accidnt rqulrelMwft.  

(d) The requirements in paragraph (a) 

through (c) of this section do not apply 

to holders of a construction permit or 

operating license for a nuclear power 

reactor issued pursuant to part 50 of this 

chapter, or combined licenses issued 

under part 52 of this chapter, if the 

holders comply with the requirements 

-ý paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 50.68 of this 

chapter.  

Dased at Rockville, Maryland this 14th day 

of November. 1997.  
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  

L Joseph Calln.  
Erecutive Director for OperatiOns.  
(FR D0c. 97-31733 Filed 12-2-47; 8:45 am
es.UMQ COOK 7M4"-f',,

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT 

Federal Aviation Administratiol 

14 CFR Patt 39 

PDoc" No. W-C E-O%-AD; AMen 
10229; AD 9644-17 RI) 

RIN 2120-AA64 

Airworthiness Directives; The I 
LuscombO Aviation History Fou 
Models 8, &A, SB, 8C, 8D, BE, 8& 
Airplanes; Correction

AftNOY: Federal Aviation AD 96,-24-17' was publistied with an 
Administration, DOT. Appendix that provided an alternative 

ACToON: Final rule; correction- method of compliance. The FAA h4s 

received reports that certain portions of 

suMMARY: This document clarifies the Appendix PWd clarification.  

information in airworthiness directive Therefore, the FAA re-examined the 

(AD) 96-24-17, which applies to Don procedures ape~lfied in the Appenaix 

Luscombe Aviation History Foundation and has clarified items 2, 4, 6, 7. and 8, 

(Luscombe) Models 8, BA, eB, OC,-8D,. as well as cladifyg a note regarding 

BE, OF, T-81F airplanes. AD 96-24-17 additional wing support.  

currently requires installing new -.  

inspection holes, modifying the wing tip Correctin of Pubication 

fairings, and inspecting the wing spars This document clarifies the Appendix 

for intergranular corrosion. The actions AD 96-24-17. and adds the AD as an 

specified in AD 96-24-17 are intended to AD t- a adds the Adeas 

to pevet wng par ailre romamendment to S139.13 of the Federal 
to prevent wing spar failure fom Aviation Regulations (14 CYR 39.13).  
result in structural failure of the wings The AD, as corrected, is being printed 

and loss of control of the airplane. The in its entrety for the convenience of 

AD was published with an Appendix affectedoperators. The effective data of 

providing an alternativ method of the AD remains January 27, 1997, which 

compliance. Since issuance of AD 96- is the effectiv• date of the AD as 

24-17, the FAA has re-examined the originalyssued.  

Appendix and has determined that' Since this actiono'nly clarifies the 

clarification of certain inspections Appendixinsgtructions, it has no adverse 

procedures is needed. This action 'econmic impact and Imposes no 

clarifies the procedures specified in the additional burdennun mny person.  

Appendix of AD 96-24-17. Therefore, the FA4 has determined that 

DATES: Effective January 27. 1997. prior notice and opportunity for public 

The incorporation by reference of the comment are unnecessary.  

Don Luscombe Aviation History List of Subjects In 14 CFR Prt 30 

Foundation Recommendation #2, dated n 1 

December 15, 1993, revised November Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation 

21, 1995, as listed in the regulations, safety, Safety, 

was previously approved by the Director 

of the Federal Register as of January 27, Aoption of th Coeon 

1997 (61 FR 66900, December 19 1996). o r vprsuento the 

FOM FURTHER INFORKATI1t4 COKTACT Mt. authoi0rityAle~g'ati0i toss. by the 

Sol Davis, Aerospace Engi4dfiB. Adlmial tratoYrh*IFiderl Aviation.  Sol af Ci,,,, d 
Angeles Aircra f C ation O , . Aixistzuon e pixt ?%4th.  

FAA, 3960 Paramount Boulevar•.• Federal eiA..."ilat•l9• 4.CFR 

Lakewood, California 07 12: tilepho~e, ipart 3.9) io1w:'! 

5210. A'" " :'A--. - p, T ,0-$ " .... " - -. ,.  

Disusia ti si i artw 

On November 96, t6,,Me r.1•_•;: 11K , a , 

issued AD 96-24-1 7,.n'Amd z.Sa- , •.tJS."O6-i).40.1-• ......  

9841_(61 FR 6690)..D.*mb r1 ..Tim . -. ... .  

which apples to Luscombe.MOdels:%". . . -" t ' 

BA, 8B. 8C, 8DSE.OF.T-8F S 2 Section 39.13 ,is amended by 

This AD currently requires installing a rem'oving Airworthiness Directive (AD) 

total of four additional wing inspection 96-24-17.Amendment 396-.41(61 FR

ATION holes in the metal covered wings to 
assist in conducting a more thorough 

n examination of the wing spars, 
modifying the wing tip faiing so that it 

is removable, and providing easier 

Inem 3.. access to the Intktor of the wings. A one 

* time jnspciiionbr4ni6Zgr5Inular 
corrosion iirequilred for both metal 
covered and fabric covered wings On 

Don these Luscombe 8 series airplanes in the 

undatlon areas of the front and rear spar 

•, T--F extrusions of the wing installations.  
Need for the Correction 

AGENY FeeralAviaion D 9624-1 wasDublsbe wina


